Bose-Einstein (BE) and Fermi-Dirac (FD) distributions in nonextensive quantum statistics have been discussed with the use of exact integral representations for the grand canonical partition function [Rajagopal, Mendes and Lenzi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 3907 (1998)]. Integrations along real axis in the case of q > 1.0 are modified by an appropriate change of variable, which makes numerical calculations feasible, q denoting the entropic index. The q dependence of coefficients in the generalized Sommerfeld expansion has been calculated. Model calculations have been made with a uniform density of states for electrons and with the Debye model for phonons. It has been shown that the linear-T electronic specific heat and the T 3 phonon specific heat at low temperatures are much increased with increasing q from q = 1.0 while they are decreased with decreasing q from unity. It is pointed out that the factorization approximation, which has been applied to many subjects in the nonextensive quantum systems, is not accurate: in particular its q-FD distribution yields inappropriate results for q < 1.0. Based on the exact results, we propose the approximate BE and FD distributions, which have the interpolation character yielding results in agreement with the exact ones in the limits of q → 1.0, zero and high temperatures.
Introduction
In the last decade, extensive studies have been made for the nonextensive statistics [1] in which the generalized entropy (the Tsallis entropy) is introduced (for a recent review, see [2] ). The Tsallis entropy is a one-parameter generalization of the Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy with the entropic index q: the Tsallis entropy in the limit of q = 1.0 reduces to the Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy. The optimum probability distribution or density matrix is obtained with the maximum entropy method (MEM) for the Tsallis entropy with some constraints. At the moment, there are four possible MEMs: original method [1] , unnormalized method [3] , normalized method [4] , and the optimal Lagrange multiplier (OLM) method [5] . The four methods are equivalent in the sense that distributions derived in them are easily transformed each other [6] . A comparison among the four MEMs is made in Ref. [2] . The nonextensive statistics has been successfully applied to a wide class of subjects in physics, chemistry, information science, biology and economics [7] .
One of alternative approaches to the nonextensive statistics besides the MEM is the superstatistics [8, 9] (for a recent review, see [10] ). In the superstatistics, it is assumed that locally the equilibrium state is described by the Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics and that their global properties may be expressed by a superposition over the intensive parameter (i.e., the inverse temperature) [8] - [10] . It is, however, not clear how to obtain the mixing probability distribution of fluctuating parameter from first principles. This problem is currently controversial and some attempts to this direction have been proposed [11] - [15] . The concept of the superstatistics has been applied to many kinds of subjects such as hydrodynamic turbulence [16, 17, 18] , cosmic ray [19] and solar flares [20] .
The nonextensive statistics has been applied to both classical and quantum systems. In this paper, we pay attention to quantum nonextensive systems. The generalized Bose-Einstein (BE) and Fermi-Dirac (FD) distributions in nonextensive systems (referred to as q-BE and q-FD distributions hereafter) have been discussed by the three approaches. (i) The asymptotic approach was proposed by Tsallis, Sa Barreto and Loh [21] who derived the expression for the canonical partition function valid for |q − 1|/k B T → 0. It has been applied to the black-body radiation [21] , early universe [21, 22] and the Bose-Einstein condensation [21] [23] . (ii) The factorization approximation (FA) was proposed by Büyükkilic, Demirhan and Gülec [24] to evaluate the grand canonical partition function. The FA was criticized in [25] [26] , but supported in [27] , related discussion being given in Sec. 4.2. The simple expressions for q-BE and q-FD distributions in the FA have been adopted in many applications such as the black-body radiation [23, 28, 29] , early universe [30] , the Bose-Einstein condensation [31, 32, 33] , metals [34] , superconductivity [35, 36] , spin systems [37] - [42] and metallic ferromagnets [43] . (iii) The exact approach was developed by Rajagopal, Mendes and Lenzi [44] who derived the formally exact integral representation for the grand canonical partition function of nonextensive systems which is expressed in terms of the Boltzmann-Gibbs counterpart. Because an actual evaluation of a given integral is difficult, it may be performed in an approximate way [44, 45] or in the limited cases [46] . The exact approach has been applied to black body radiation [47] , the Bose-Einstein condensation and electron systems with a generalization of the one-and two-particle Green functions to nonextensive systems [44, 45] .
We believe that it is important and valuable to pursue the exact approach despite its difficulty. It is the purpose of the present study to apply the exact approach [44, 45, 47] to calculations of the q-BE and q-FD distributions. The integral representation for q < 1.0 in the exact approach is expressed as the contour integral in the complex plane [44, 45, 46, 47] . In contrast, the integral representation for q > 1.0 is expressed as an integral along the real axis. We will investigate the properties of the q-BE and q-FD distributions for q > 1.0, removing a difficulty in the real-axis integral by an appropriate change of variable, by which numerical calculations become feasible.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we derive the grand canonical partition function of the nonextensive systems, by using the OLM scheme in the MEM [5] . Averages of the energy and number of particles are exactly expressed by the integral representation after [44, 45, 47] . The q dependence of coefficients in the generalized Sommerfeld expansion are derived. Numerical calculations become feasible with a change of variable for q > 1.0. In Sec. 3, we calculate the specific heats of electron and phonon systems at low temperatures, adopting the uniform density of states for electrons and the Debye model for phonons. We present calculated q-BE and q-FD distributions with the temperature-dependent energy. In Sec. 4, a comparison is made between q-BE and q-FD distributions calculated by our exact approach and the FA [24] . A controversy on the validity of the FA [24] is discussed. Section 5 is devoted to our conclusion. Based on the exact result obtained in this study, we propose the approximate q-BE and q-FD distributions, whose analytic expressions are presented in the appendix.
Formulation

MEM by OLM
We will study nonextensive quantum systems described by the hamiltonianĤ. We have obtained the optimum density matrix ofρ, applying the OLM-MEM to the Tsallis entropy given by [5, 6] 
with the three constraints:
where E q and N q denote the expectation values of the hamiltonianĤ and the number operatorN , respectively. The OLM-MEM yields [5, 6] 
where T r stands for the trace, β and µ denote the Lagrange multipliers and exp q (x) expresses the q-exponential function defined by
with [x] + = max(x, 0) having the cut-off properties. In deriving Eqs. (2)-(5), we have employed the relation:
Lagrange multipliers of β and µ are identified as the inverse physical temperature (β = 1/k B T ) and the chemical potential (Fermi level), respectively, where k B is the Boltzmann constant [5, 6] .
Exact integral representation
2.2.1 Case of q > 1.0
We will separately discuss the cases of q > 1.0 and q < 1.0 in the following. In the case of q > 1.0, we adopt the formula for the gamma function:
for ℜ s > 0.
With s = 1/(q − 1) [or s = 1/(q − 1) + 1] and x = 1 + (q − 1)β(H − µN) in Eq. (7), we express Eqs. (2)-(5) by
with
where
the upper (lower) sign denoting boson (fermion) case. Here Ξ 1 (u), Ω 1 (u), N 1 (u), E 1 (u) and f 1 (ǫ, u) express the physical quantities for q = 1. The gamma distribution of G[t; 1/(q − 1) + ℓ, 1] (ℓ = 0, 1) in Eqs. (8)-(10) has the maximum at t max , and average and variance given by
Equations (8)- (10) show that physical quantities in nonextensive systems are expressed as a superposition of those for q = 1.0. Although these formally exact expressions are elegant, they have a problem when we perform numerical calculations. For example, in the case of q 1.0, Eq. (17) shows that the gamma distribution in Eqs. (8)-(10) has the maximum at t max = 1/(q − 1) → ∞ while the contribution from Ξ 1 [(q −1)βt] is dominant at t ∼ 0 because its argument becomes (q −1)βt → 0. Then numerical calculations using Eqs. (8)-(10) are very difficult. In order to overcome this difficulty, we have adopted a change of variable: u = (q − 1)βt in Eq. (8)-(10) to obtain alternative expressions given by
The gamma distribution of G(u; 1/(q − 1) + ℓ, 1/(q − 1)β) in Eqs. (20)- (22) has the maximum at u max , and average and variance given by
Expressions given by Eqs. (8)-(10) are mathematically equivalent to those given by Eqs. (20)- (22) . However, the latter expressions are more suitable than the former ones for numerical calculations. Indeed, in the case of q 1.0 discussed above, the gamma distribution in Eqs. (20)- (22) becomes
Eq. (23) shows that the gamma distribution has the maximum at u max = β in the limit of q → 1.0, and an integration over u in Eqs. (20)- (22) may be easily performed. Expressions (8)-(10) are realized to be useful when we investigate the properties of physical quantities in the limits of β → 0.0 and β → ∞, as will be discussed later.
Case of q < 1.0
In the case of q < 1.0, we adopt the formula given by [44, 45, 47] x s = i 2π Γ(s + 1)
where a contour integral is performed over the Hankel path C in the complex plane.
where Ξ 1 (u), N 1 (u) E 1 (u) and f 1 (ǫ, u) are given by Eqs. (11)-(14) with complex u.
q-BE and q-FD distributions
Equations for N q and E q given by Eqs. (20) , (21) , (29) and (30) may be expressed as
where f q (ǫ, β) signifies the q-BE or q-FD distribution and ρ(ǫ) the density of states given by
In the case of q > 1, Eqs. (20) and (21) yield f q (ǫ, β) given by
where f 1 (ǫ, u) is given by Eq. (15) and X q is given by Eq. (10) or (22) . In the case of q < 1.0, Eqs. (29) and (30) similarly lead to f q (ǫ, β) given by
where X q is given by Eq. (31) . We note that f q (ǫ, β) depends on Ξ 1 (u), N 1 (u) and (38) show that f q (ǫ, β) is expressed as a superposition of f 1 (ǫ, β), which means that f q (ǫ, β) preserves the same symmetry as f 1 (ǫ, β):
(c) ∂f q (ǫ, β)/∂ǫ is symmetric with respect to ǫ = µ.
In the followings, we will examine some limiting cases of f q (ǫ, β). (1) In the limit of q → 1.0, for which G[u; 1/(q − 1) + 1/(q − 1)β] in Eq. (36) is given by Eq. (27), we obtain
(2) In the zero-temperature limit of β → ∞, we obtain
The q-FD distribution becomes
where Θ(x) stands for the Heaviside function. Eq. (42) implies that the ground-state FD distribution is not modified by the nonextensivity.
(3) In the high-temperature limit of
Eq. (43) corresponds to the escort distribution,
with the q-exponential distribution p q (ǫ) given by
Generalized Sommerfeld expansion for q-FD distribution
It is worthwhile to investigate the generalized Sommerfeld expansion for an arbitrary
In the case of q > 1.0, Eq. (36) yields
Substituting Eq. (48) to Eq. (47) and changing the order of integrations for ǫ and t, we obtain
for even n,
= 0 for odd n.
By using Eq. (49) and (50), we may express Eq. (46) at low temperatures by
Here ζ(s) expresses the Riemann zeta function: ζ(s) = ∞ k=0 k −s , and c 1 (n) denotes the relevant expansion coefficient for q = 1.0: c 1 (2) = π 2 /6 (=1.645) and c 1 (4) = 7π 4 /360 (=1.894) etc.. The ratio of c q (n)/c 1 (n) is given by
In the case of q < 1.0, Eqs. (38) and (47) yield
= 0 for odd n,
leading to
for n = 4..
Equation (61) for q < 1.0 is just the same as Eq. (55) for q > 1.0 if we employ the reflection formula of the gamma function:
.
Calculated c q (2) and c q (4) are shown by solid curves in Fig. 1 . With increasing q from q = 1.0, both c q (2) and c q (4) are much increased: c q (2) and c q (4) diverge at q = 2.0 and q = 4/3, respectively. For q < 1.0, c q (2) and c q (4) are decreased with decreasing q from q = 1.0. Dashed and chain curves will be discussed in Sec. 4.2.
3 Numerical calculations
Model for electrons
For our numerical calculations of electron systems, we employ a uniform density of state given by
where W denotes a half of the total band width. By using Eqs. (51), (53), (54), (59) and (60) for Eq. (64) with φ(ǫ) = ǫρ(ǫ), we obtain the energy at low temperatures given by
from which the low-temperature electronic specific heat is given by
We may perform model calculations of E q and µ as a function of T for a given number of particles of N and the density of states ρ(ǫ). We may obtain analytical expressions for Ξ 1 (u), N 1 (u) and E 1 (u) which are necessary for our numerical calculations. By using Eq. (64) for Eqs. (11)-(14), we obtain (with W = 1.0)
,
[ln(1 + e −u(1+µ) ) + ln(1 + e u(1−µ) )]
where Li n (z) denotes the nth polylogarithmic function defined by
We adopt N = 0.5, for which µ = 0.0 independent of the temperature because of the adopted uniform density of states given by Eq. (64). Calculated temperature dependence of E q is shown in Fig. 2 whose inset shows the enlarged plot for low temperatures (k B T /W 0.1). We note that E q at low temperatures is larger for larger q although this trend is reversed at higher temperatures (k B T 0.3). The properties at low temperatures are consistent with the larger γ q for larger q given by Eq. (67) .
The calculated q-FD distributions f q (ǫ) for various q values for k B T /W = 0.1 are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) whose ordinates are in the linear and logarithmic scales, respectively. We notice that f q (ǫ) has the anti-symmetry [Eq. (39) ]. It is shown that with more increasing q from unity, f q (ǫ) at ǫ ≫ µ has a longer tail.
The properties of f q (ǫ) are more clearly seen in its derivative of −∂f q (ǫ)/∂ǫ, which is plotted in Fig. 4 with the logarithmic ordinate. With increasing q above unity, −∂f q (ǫ)/∂ǫ has a longer tail. Dotted and solid curves for q < 1.0 in Figs. 3 and 4 will be discussed in Sec. 4.1.
The Debye model for phonons
We adopt the Debye model whose phonon density of states is given by
where A = 9N a /w 3 D , N a denotes the number of atoms, ω the phonon frequency and ω D the Debye cutoff frequency.
We consider the phonon specific heat at low temperatures. In the case of q > 1.0, Eq. (9) yields
, for 1 ≤ q < 2 (72)
where T D (= ω D /k B ) stands for the Debye temperature and α 1 is the T 3 coefficient of the low-temperature specific heat for q = 1.0. In the case of q < 1.0, similar analysis with the use of Eq. (30) leads to
x 4 e x (e x − 1) 2 dx, (75) from which we obtain
Equations (57), (63), (72) and (76) yield
The calculated ratio of α q /α 1 is plotted by the solid curve in Fig. 5 . With increasing q above unity, the ratio is increased and diverges at q = 4/3, while it is decreased with decreasing q below q = 1.0. Dashed and chain curves will be discussed in Sec. 4.2.
By using the Debye model given by Eq. (69) to Eqs. (11)-(14), we may obtain (with ω D = 1.0 and µ = 0),
We have performed numerical calculations for the Debye model. Calculated temperature dependence of E q is shown in Fig. 6 where inset shows the enlarged plots for low temperatures (k B T /T D < 0.5). We note that E q at low temperatures is larger for larger q. The temperature dependence of E q supports the result of the low-temperature T 3 specific heat given by α q ∝ c q (4) in Eq. (76). In particular, E q for q = 1.3 is much increased, which is consistent with a significant increase in c q (4) at q 1.3 as shown in Fig. 1 .
The calculated q-BE distributions f q (ǫ) for various q values for T /T D = 0.01 are shown in Fig. 7 whose ordinate is in the logarithmic scale: they are indistinguishable in the linear scale. It is shown that with more increasing q, f q (ǫ) at ǫ ≫ µ has a longer tail. Dotted and solid curves for q < 1.0 will be discussed in Sec. 4.1.
Discussion
Approximate q-FD and q-BE distributions
We have discussed q-BE and q-FD distributions based on the exact representation given by Eqs. (36)- (38) . They are, however, difficult to calculate because they need self-consistently calculated N q and E q . If we assume [Eq.
in Eqs. (37) and (38), we obtain the approximate q-BE and q-FD distributions given by
where G(u; a, b) and H(t; a) are given by Eqs. (16) and (32), respectively. Note that calculations of f AP q (ǫ, β) by Eqs. (79) and (80) do not require N q and E q . Eq. (79) may be regarded as a generalization of the superstatistics. One of advantages of the above approximate expression is that it has the interpolating character yielding the results in agreement with the exact ones in the three limits of q = 1.0, T = 0.0 and T → ∞. Furthermore, it is possible to obtain the analytic expressions for the approximate q-BE and q-FD distributions (see the appendix).
In order to examine the validity of f AP q (ǫ, β) [≡ f AP q (ǫ)], we have made calculations of the approximate q-FD distribution for k B T /W = 1.0, whose results are shown in Fig. 8 . With increasing q, the distributions have longer tails, as shown in Fig. 3 for k B T /W = 0.1. The result of the approximate method is in good agreement with the exact one because the ratio defined by λ ≡ f AP q (ǫ)/f q (ǫ) is 0.97 λ 1.01 for −10 < ǫ < 10 as shown in the inset. The ǫ dependence of the approximate q-BE distribution for T /T D = 0.1 is plotted in Fig. 9 which shows similar behavior to those for T /T D = 0.01 shown in Fig. 7 . Its inset shows that the ratio of λ is 0.7 λ 1.0 for q ≤ 1.2. These calculations justify, to some extent, the approximate distribution given by Eqs. (79) and (80) .
In the case of q < 1.0, N q , E q , X q , f q (ǫ, β) and f AP q (ǫ, β) given by Eqs. (29)-(31), (38) and (80) are expressed by an integral along the Hankel contour path C in the complex plane. The Hankel path may be modified to the Bromwich contour which is parallel to the imaginary axis from c − i ∞ to c + i ∞ (c > 0) [47] . The Bromwich contour is usually understood as counting the contributions from the residues of all poles located in the left-side of ℜ z < c of the complex plane z, when the integrand is expressed by simple analytic functions. If the integrand is not expressed by simple analytic functions, we have to evaluate it by numerical methods. It is not easy to numerically evaluate the integral along the Hankel or Bromwich contour, which is required to be appropriately deformed for actual numerical calculations [48, 49] . This subject has a long history and it is still active in the field of the numerical methods for the inverse Laplace transformation [48] and for the Gamma functions [49] . Unfortunately, we have not succeeded in evaluating Eqs. (29)- (31) and (38) with the sufficient accuracy. Nevertheless, these expressions are very useful in deriving the coefficients in the generalized Sommerfeld expansion, low-temperature specific heats and the approximate distribution given by Eq. (80) for q < 1.0.
In order to get some insight to q-FD and q-BE distributions for q < 1.0, we have calculated f AP q (ǫ) given by Eqs. (79) and (80) by using their analytical expressions described in the appendix, whose results are plotted in Figs. 3, 4 and 7. Dotted and solid curves in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the q-FD distribution of f AP q (ǫ) for q = 0.9 and q = 0.8, respectively. Although there is small discontinuities in f AP q (ǫ, β) at |β(ǫ − µ)| = 1.0, they do not matter when f AP q (ǫ) is used for a calculation of integrated quantities such as N q and E q . Their derivatives of −∂f AP q (ǫ)/∂ǫ for q = 0.9 and q = 0.8 are plotted by the dotted and solid curves, respectively, in Fig. 4 . Dotted and solid curves in Fig. 7 show the q-BE distribution of f AP q (ǫ) for q = 0.9 and q = 0.8, respectively. We note that with more decreasing q from unity, the curvature of f q (ǫ) in both BE and FD distributions become more significant, which reminds us the compact behavior of the q-exponential function for q < 1.0. This is against the properties of f q (ǫ) for q > 1.0 which has a longer tail with increasing q above unity. We expect that f AP q (ǫ) in the case of q < 1.0 is a good approximation of q-BE and q-FD distributions as in the case of q > 1.0. 43) ]. q-FD distributions calculated by the FA, SS and exact method are shown in Fig. 10 with the logarithmic ordinate (for more detailed f F A q (ǫ), see Fig. 1 of Ref. [43] ). For a comparison, we show f q (ǫ) for q = 1.0 by dashed curves. The difference among f q (ǫ)'s of the three methods is clearly realized: results of the FA and SS have larger tails at ǫ 0.5 than the exact one. It is noted that f F A q (ǫ) does not have the anti-symmetry given by Eq. (39) in contrast with f q (ǫ) and f SS q (ǫ). Figure 11 shows the q-BE distribution calculated by the FA, SS and exact methods with the logarithmic ordinate. Tails in the q-BE distribution of the FA and SS are overestimated as in the case of the q-FD distribution shown in Fig. 10 .
Comparison with previous studies
A simple calculations using f SS q (ǫ) in Eq. (82) leads to the expansion coefficients in the generalized Sommerfeld expansion given by
for even n (q > 1),
for n = 2,
for n = 4.
Chain and dashed curves in Fig. 1 show c q (2) and c q (4) calculated by the SS and FA [43] , respectively. We note that c q (2) and c q (4) of the SS are much increased compared to the exact ones. c q (2) and c q (4) in the FA is almost symmetric with respect to q = 1.0. They are increased with increasing |q − 1|, which is in disagreement with the exact result shown by solid curves. Furthermore f F A q (ǫ) yields the finite c q (n) for odd n in contrast with the exact f q (ǫ) and f 1 (ǫ). This is due to the absence of the anti-symmetry in f F A q (ǫ). Chain and dashed curves in Fig. 5 shows the ratio of α q /α 1 calculated by the SS and FA, respectively. It is interesting that the result of the SS nearly coincides with that of the FA for q ≥ 1.0. Both the results of the SS and FA diverge at q = 1.2 and they are overestimated at q ≥ 1.0 when compared to the exact one.
The FA was criticized in Refs. [25] [26] but justified in Ref. [27] . Studies of [25, 27] were based on numerical simulation for a macroscopic system with a finite N. The dismissive study [25] was based on a simulation with N = 2. In contrast, the affirmative study [27] performed simulations with N = 10 5 and 10 15 . By using the exact approach [44, 45] , Lenzi, Mendes, da Silva and Malacarne [26] criticized the FA by a calculation of the partition function of independent harmonic oscillators with N ≤ 100. The result of Ref. [26] is consistent with ours. The factorization approximation given by
has been explicitly or implicitly employed in many studies not only for quantum but also classical nonextensive systems. It would be necessary to examine the validity of these studies using the FA from the viewpoint of the exact representations given by Eqs. (7) and (28) [44, 45] [50].
Conclusion
The generalized Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distributions in nonextensive quantum statistics have been discussed based on the exact approach [44, 45] . We have calculated the q-dependence of the coefficients of the generalized Sommerfeld expansion. The linear-T coefficient of electronic specific heat and the T 3 coefficient of phonon specific heat are shown to be increased with increasing q above q = 1.0, whereas they are decreased with decreasing q below unity. It has been shown that exact q-BE and q-FD distributions are rather different from those obtained by the FA [24] , in particular, the q-FD distribution in the FA leads to wrong results for q < 1.0. The proposed, approximate q-FD and q-BE distributions are in fairly good agreement with the exact ones. We are now under consideration to make more detailed study on our approximate distributions, whose result will be reported in a separate paper.
A.1 q-FD distribution
Equations (79) and (80) with the anti-symmetry given by Eq. (39) lead to the q-FD distribution given by
where ζ(s, a) denotes the Hurwitz zeta function:
C being the Hankel path. Alternatively, expanding the Fermi-Dirac distribution f 1 (ǫ, β) as
substituting Eqs. (A8)-(A10) to Eqs. (79) and (80), and employing Eq. (7) and (28), we obtain the approximate q-FD distribution given by
where d 1 (n) = β −n ∂ n f 1 (ǫ, β)/∂ǫ n at ǫ = µ: d 1 (1) = −1/4, d 1 (2) = 0, d 1 (3) = 1/8, etc.. We may easily realize that f q (ǫ, β) in Eqs. (A11)-(A13) reduce to f 1 (ǫ, β) in the limit of q → 1 where e x q → e x and d q (n) → d 1 (n). It is sufficient to include the first three terms in the summations of the above equations for numerical calculations. We chose x c ∼ 1 − 2 in Eqs. (A11)-(A13) depending on q.
A.2 q-BE distribution
Equations (79) and (80) yield the q-BE distribution,
Alternatively, expanding the Bose-Einstein distribution f 1 (ǫ, β) as
substituting Eqs. (A18) and (A19) to Eqs. (79) and (80), and employing Eq. (7) and (28), we obtain the approximate q-BE distribution given by
= b 1 (n) for n = 0, 1, = q b 1 (n) for n = 2,
where b 1 (0) = 1, b 1 (1) = −1/2, b 1 (2) = 1/12, etc.. f q (ǫ, β) in (A20) and (A21) reduces to f 1 (ǫ, β) in the limit of q → 1 where b q (n) = b 1 (n). Because the fortran program for the Hurwitz zeta function is not available in our computing facility, the results for q < 1.0 shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 7 have been calculated by using Eqs. (A11)-(A13), (A20) and (A21). 
Figure 4: (Color online)
The ǫ dependence of the derivative of q-FD distribution −∂f q (ǫ)/∂ǫ for q = 1.8 (the chain curve), q = 1.5 (the solid curve), q = 1.2 (the double-chain curve), q = 1.0 (the dashed curve), q = 0.9 (the dotted curve) and q = 0.8 (the solid curve) with the logarithmic ordinate, results for q < 1.0 being calculated by using the approximate f AP q (ǫ) (k B T /W = 0.1). Figure 5 : (Color online) The q dependence of α q /α 1 of the coefficients in the lowtemperature phonon specific heat obtained by the exact calculation (solid curves), the factorization approximation (FA: dashed curves) and the superstatistics (SS: chain curves; for q > 1.0). 
